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We further develop the corresp0ndenc.e established in Part I of this paper to characterize
optimal soluticns to the gossip problem in which no one hears his own information. To
reiterate, these are graphs on n vertices with 2n -4. edges (n even), for which the edges c:ln bc
linearly ordered to produce an increasing path from each vertex to every other, without having
an imzzeasing path from any vertex teditself. With two exceptions, we call these NOHO-graphs.
In PaTt I, we associated each NOHO-graph with a quadruple consisting of two permutations
and two binary sequences.
In Part IP, we study the properties OF the quadruples associated with NOIHO-graphs. We
characterize the quadruples that can .arist:. The main result is that any pair of Fequences in such
a quadruple uniquely determines the other pair. Using this, we count the realizable quadruples
and several subclasses of them. There are 3(n-6)‘2 realizable quadruples associated with
NOHO-graphs on II vertices. The subclasses enumerated have various symmetry properties;
their sizes are powers of 2 and 3. In IPart II we also study the properties of a combining
operator that we define for NOHO-graphs and their associated quadruples. In Part III, we Gil
use these properties to enumerate the non-isomorphic NOHO-graphs.
“Don’t advertise; tell it to a gossip.”
Moses

In part I of this paper [l], we de:scri;bedthe history of the gossip problem and
numerous variations, of it which have been studied. References to earlier work can
be found there. The original gossip problem asked for the minimum number of
telephone calls between pairs of n gossips so that each will learn everyone el,se*s
information; for n. a 4 the answer is, 2~ - 4. We defined a new variation by adding
the restriction that no gossxp ever hears his own information.
The purpose of this section is two-fold. First, we summarize the results of Part
I; second, we describe the results a..nd methods used in the remainder of ParI II.
We will not repeat the particular phrasing we use to define standard gr(aph
theoretic concepts. The reader can find lhese definitions in Section 2 of Part I.
The numbers appended to various :v!f;ults in this summary are the labels they
received in Part I; if we need to refer tc; them subsequently, we will use the sa
labelc ,
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Phrasing the gossip prob?,em in graph terminology, we look for graphs vlrlhose
cdgcs are given a linear order such that there is an increasing path from each
rfex x to every other vertex y. (We use x + y to mean ‘(an) increasing path
from x to y’.) Such orderings on edge sets are called pookng. If there is no x + x
.or any vertex X, the graph (with edge ordering) satisfies IVOHO. (Henceforth we
substitute ‘graph’ for ‘graph with edge ordering’ when no confusion is possible.)
ling graphs on n vertices can satisfy N;OHO precisely when n is even, ancd the
smallest such graphs have 2n -4 edges (Lemma 2.4).
prohibits triangles (Remark 2.2). We use f(x) to denote the first
r of vertex x and L(X)to denote its last neighbor. F(G) is the collection of
-edges (x, f(x)); similarly L(G) denotes the collection of last-edges. F(C) and
) each form a complete matching in an optimal graph, and they are d:l;joint
.3). 7%: remaining set of ‘midldle’ edges is denoted M(G). M(G), with
M - 4 edges, consists of four trees (Lemmas 3.1, 4.2). In drawing NOHO-graphs,
we adopt the convention of drawing edges of F(G) by dotted lines, edges of L(G)
by dashed lines, and edges of M(G) by solid lines.
Among the optimal graphs, there are two 3-regular graphs on 8 vertices; all
others have a 2-valent vertex (Theorem 3.4). We define. a NOHO-graph to be an
-ordered graph on ~;1vertices and 2n - 4 edges that (a) is pooling, (b) si:ztisfies
OHO, and (c) has a 2:-valent vertex. For a NOHO-graph,
the trees in M(G)
consist of two isolated vertices-the
2-valent vertices in G-and
two caterpillars
on $z -- 1 vertices each (Lemma 4.2). (A caterpiliar is a tree with a path that
contains or neighbors evtz-y vertex.)
Label the caterpi!llars of M(G) as {C’, C”). Each is a tree of increasing paths
out of one Ivertex and a tree into another vertex. This enables us to define a
canonical numberin~gof the vertices of a NOHO-graph,
in which the vertices
receive the labels {xi: i = 1,2; j = 0, 1, . . . , m}. We will depend heavily on this
canonical numbering hereafter. -4ssign xb to the 2-.valent vertices. Labhe the
vertices of C’ as xl so that xi is the jth to receive inflormation from xb. ‘?‘e also
refer to xi, LS x:1,, and we use ei to denote the ‘extended’ caterpillar that
consists of xb, c’, and xi,+, . The increasing path from xi to x;+~ in ci is called its
distinguished path.
The canonical numbering summarizes which increasing paths and adjacencies
occur in the caterpillars. These properties (R~em:& 4.3) are listed bellow. (In
addition to the notation! x --, y, we use x - y to mean ‘.Kis adjacent to y’ and use
x + y for non-adjacenqr.)
(a) c’ contains xi -= .x; if and only if j < k or xi -YX~.
1 XL neighbors exactly one xi such that j < k.
(cj If xi neighbors any xi with P> k, then it neighbors every xi wi.th k c j *<r.
We associate with these caterpillars a bin:lry catmpillar sequence 13(C), For a
are indexed from 0 thror igh m + 1, the index set agf the
1 if and only if the it,n Edge in the ordering belongs
e reverse caterpillar sfxpence R’(C) is tke caterpillar
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sequence of the caterpillar with reverse edge-ordering;
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it equals the caterpillar
sequence with indices reversed. We describe the placement of the edges in bf(~)
by two binary sequences S(G) and T(G), where S(G) = R@*(G)) and T(G) =
R’(C2(G)). Sj = 1 if and only if xi lies an the distinguished path in Cl, and q = 1
if and only if x:+~__~lies on the distinguished path in C2 (Remark 4.5). The first
and (m + 1)th elements of S and 7’ are always 1, so we often drop them.
The placement of the first and last edges is described by two other sequences
P(G) and Q(G). The first and last neighbors of a vertex in C’ must belong to ci,
SOwe define P, = s if f(x,‘) =zxz and Q, I=s if I(x,‘) = xl. P and Q are permutations; P on (1,. . . , m + l}, Q on (0, )I . . , m}.
The main result of Part I is that the edges of any NOHO-graph
can be
described by such a quadruple of sequences (P(G); Q(G); S(G); T(G)). A quadruple that can arise as the defining quadruple of a NOHO-graph with respect to
some ordering is called a realizable quadnrple (Theorem 4.6). The remaind%,:r of
Part I was devoted to showing constructively that NOHO-graplhs are Hamiltonian
(Theorem S.2), bipartite (Lemma 5.311,and planar (Theorem 5.4). This holds also
for the two 3-regular graphs on 8 vertices that we discarded.
Here in Part II, our object will be to characterize and count the realizable
quadruples and several subclasses of them. A defining quadruple has two permutations and two binary sequences, but not all such quadruples are realizable. In
Section 6, we develop necessary cond:itions for pairs of these integer sequencles to
belong to a realizable quadruple. Most of these conditions are technical ones
relating the allowed positions of elements of various sequences. They rely on the
properties of NOHO-graphs
alreadsy developed and on two additional new
concepts.
We define an operation called ‘reflection’, which in effect relabels the vertices
of the graph so as to interchange the caterpillars. Also, we prove a result about
‘reversions’ in a permutation. We define a reversion to be a maximal consecutive
subsequence of a permutation where the first element is the least. We call a
reversion simple if it has the form (i, i + r, i + r - 1, . . . , i + 1). We prove that all
the reversions of a permutation are simple if and only if the permutation has no
three elements (not necessarily consecutive) of which the last is the largest. We
prove that the latter conditioln always holds for P(G).
Having derived enough necessary conditions, we show in Section 7 that any pair
of sequences satisfying these necessziry conditions uniquely determines the remaining pair. Furthermore,
the resulting quadruple is realizable, SO that the
conditions
are sufficient. Therefore, we need only count realizable pairs (1’; S),
where P is the first-edge permutatior, and S is the sequence determining the first
caterpillar. There are (:I:) realizable first-edge permutations with r reversions
(where p = $(a - 4)), and 2’-’ realizable binary sequences for each of thosle. So,
the binomial theorem gives us 3*-i realizable quadruples.
In Section 8 we consider symmetric NOHO-graphs.
When the operation
of
erwise, two
ection does not change t
pie, t
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reflection from a single graph. We characterize the fir+edge
and the last-edge permutations that can be associated with a syn!metric NOHOaph and count the number of “symmetric quadruples’ determined by them. We
in altogether 3Lp’21symmetric NOHO-graphs.
ection 9 treats ‘concatenation’. Concatenation
of two NOHO-graphs deletes
one vertex of degree two from each, identifies two pairs of vertices, and mrzrges
-orderings in a natural way. The resulting graph has four fewer vel’tices
e union of the two original graphs. This explains why the quantity
=
$(n
4) alppears so frequently; it is additive under concatenation. In Section 9
P
we show that the concatenation of two NOHO-graphis is also a NOHO-graph. To
find the quadruple describing a concatenated graph, it sufices to generate (S; T)
ncatenating the S sequences and the T sequences from the component
bY
~r+hs and then gerrerate (P; Q) from (S; T). Also, a realizable (S’; I”) can be
‘split o!I’ from the front of any realizable quadruple that ‘contains it, leaving a
realizable quadruple on the remaining part of (S; T).
In Section 19 we examine irreducible NOHO-graphs-those
which cannot be
formed by concatenation. We show there is unique decomposition of any NOHOaph a:%a concatenation
of irreducible ones. This follows because tht: ‘least
common refinement’
(in terms of compositions
of integers) of two such
decompositions
is also a decomposition.
Using induction we show that there are
Cp 1)2”’ ’ realizable quadruples formed from k irreducible parts. We haife no
closed form for the number of symmetric realizable quadruples formed from k
irreducible parts. However, in the special case of irreducible symmetric solutions
Ck = l), the sum can be computed. The number of these is 2tP’*!
Finally, in Section 11 we return to conditions for realizable quadrulks.
In
Sections 6 and 7 we did not give the necessary and sufficient conditions for
rcAizability of the pairs (S; r) because they are mostly easily expressfl:d for
irreducible quadruples. The ciharacterization is surprisingly simple, and it explains
more directly why the numbers of realizable quadruples and symmetric quadruples are powers of 3. it also enables us to enumerate the ‘reversible’ qu;,druplcs
lithose where reversi.ng the e:dge-ordering on the :paph gives rise to the same
defining quadruple). In Part III, this characterization will be cur primary tool for
determining
which realizable quadruples can arise from Asomorphic NOHOs. That will le?d, at last., to an enumeration tipcthe non-isomorphic
NOHO-

quadrupies

arise

by

S.

We

begin

our examination
of the properties tJ,f realizable quadruples by
itions for pairs of sequence 5 in i(P; a; S ; T) to belong to
les. The first lemma was used ii! Section 5, but it will be used
t sections and so bears ex E:icit treatment here.
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notation.

TO avoid subscripted subscripts,
of Ri for the ith element of a sequence.
Lemma 6.1. If G is a NOHO-graph,
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we will sometimes

then P(G)

nnd Q(G)

write I

instead

satisfy

(a) i = k 3 Pj > Qk.
(b) pi’Qk+j>k.

Prod. Due to the canonical numbering,

r < s implies there exists xi + xi completely within ci. This path uses no first or last edges. Violating (a) creates
2
2
Xf +
XP(j) ‘+ XQ[j) +
Xi’, while violating (b) creates x$(j) -+ x,! -+ X: -+ x&)
= x&,.
El
C0r0u~

6.2. In a realizable quadrupk,

Q0 = P2. Also,

0, = 0 if and only if

Pj =2.

Proof. PI = m + 1, SO I s P, s m, and P2 appears in Q. By Lemma 6.1(b), it must
be Q1 or QO. If the former, then f(&) ==1(x:), arnd (xi, x$, f(x$)) is a triangle.
Similarly, if Pk = 2 but Qk # 0, Lemma 6.1(a) requires Qk = 3. Now f(xgj = I(,$),
and (XT,& f(x$)) is a triangle. q
These permutations are not independent of the caterpillars sequences. In fact,
every increasing pa.ir in P(G) forces two par 5cular edge!; to appear in the
caterpillars, while an increasing pair in Q(G) forces at least one of two edges to
appear. This asymmetry arises because ‘we have numbered the caterpillars as
out-trees.
Lemma 6.3. For a IYOHO- graph G, P( G ) and Q(G) satisfy
(a) Hf Pi < Pj with i <j, then (x!, x;) and (X$(i), X$(j)) are edges.
(b) If Qi c Qj with i <j, then at least one of (xt, xf> and (x&, x&> is an edge.
Proof. Consider any increasing pair in P. Let r = Pi anil s = Pi, where i <i and
r < s. First suppose .x! #xi’, as in Fig. 6.1(a). Since i < j and x! ?: x;, information
from of can reach X! only via e2. To cross over and return, the path must use the
first call of x,? and the last call of x,!. Let t = Qip SO xf = 1(x!). Lemma 6.1(a)
implies t = Qi <CPi = r. With t < r < s, xz -+ xf exists within cz2 only if X: - xf. Ey
the canonical numbering (Remark 4.3(c)), this :;equires that also X:-X:, making
(xl, xz, x:) a triangle.
If X: + X& we switch the roles of C’ and C2 in the argument above. BY similar
reasoning, completing xf + x: forces the triangle (xf, of, I($))
Finally, suppose Qi < Qj with i < j but x! + of, as in Fig. 6.1(b). Having X; + X,!
<P,, so completagain requires X:(j) -+ x&(i) in c2. Lemma &l(a) implies Qi <
ing that path requires X$(j)- x &). With the canonical numberling (Remark 4.3(c)),
this impldies also x2Q(i)-x&G), as desired.
[z1
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(b)

Fig. 16.1. Increasing pairs in (a) P and (b) 0

To completely characterize the permutations
that arise as P(G), we need a
result about permultatjons. We define a reversion in a permutation
ta be a
maximal wnsecutive subseqluence of the permutation where the first element is
the least. The reversions of a permutation
partition it into segments. They
correspond to the cycles of another permutation
in one well-known canonical
representation
of permutations.
In that repr-esentation, cycles are written as
consecutive subsequences in descending order by least elements, and within each
cycle the least element is written first. We call a reversion simple if it consists of a
single element or has the form (r, S, s - 1, . . . , r-k 1.) with s - r + 1 elements.
Suppose P is Q: permutation of a cor~secutiive sequence of numbers.
Then every reversron of P is simple if and only if P has no subsequence of length 3
whose last element is its largest.
roof. The first elements of the reversions in any permutation form a decreasing
subsequence, else the reversions would not be maximial. If also they are all silmple,
then any increasing subsequence must lie entirely within a single reversion. The
form of a simple reversion prohibits two increasing paiii with the same selsznd
element.
Conversely, assume there iz+no bad triple, an3 zonsider a reversion (r, s, . . .).
Dropping r from the reversion must Ileave a strictly decrlkasing subsequence, since
any increasing pair would have made, a bad triple with r. Suppose there is some
element t with r c t < s that does not appear in the reversion. If t appears before
en (t, r, s) is a bad triple. lf t appears after this reversion, let r’ tzle the Crst
element of the reversion cont;jining t. Then (r, r’, Q)forms a bad triple, since the
q
rst elements of reversions from a decreasing subr,equc.nce.
is a

ph, then eve

,*e2)ersionof k(G) is simple:
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of. We need only show P has no 3-element subsequence Pi, Pi, Pk (i c j < k)
whose last element is largest. If so, then xi’ -4 X; and xi’-xi, by Lemma 6.3. Bl
the canonical numbering (Remark 4.3(c)), xi -xi forces xi -x,!, which creates a
triangle I, Cl
@~roU~y

6.6. If the reversions of a permutation are all simple, then the permutation

is uniquel:r determined by chooskg the subset of the non-initial indices where
reversions will begin. In particular, there are 2’n-2 permutations realizable as P(G)
for some NOHO-graph G.
Proof. The first revers’ion always begins at the first index. Iteratively, each simple
reversion is determined
by its length. In P(G), PI = m + 1 and P,,,+I = 1, so
reversions always begin in positions 2 and m -F 1, aIlso. Cl
This fact is not superfluous, because the necessary condition of Lemma 6.5 will
suffice for P to be realizable as P(G). Also, adding Lemma 6.1 will suffice for the
pair (P; 0) to be relakizable. Next, we derive a necessary condition for the pair
(P; S).
ILemma 6.7. Consider P(G) and S(G) for some NOHO-graph 43. Suppose that
Pj+ 1 does not begin a reversion or that j = m. Then Sj = 1 if ci.qdonly if Pj begins i7
reversion..Equivalently, when Pj+l does not begin a reversion, xi’ lies on the path ir
from x: to x;+~ if and only if Pi begins a reversion in P.
Proof. The equivalence follows8 from the canoni’cal numbering and the dcfinls:ion
of S(G), as noted in Remark 4.5. NOW,,if Pj+l does not begin a revc;rs;ion, we
can assume Pj lies in a reversion (Pi, . . . , Pk) of length at least two. Since by
Lemma 6.5 it is a simple reversion, every element after Pi forms an increasing
pair with Pi. By Lemlma6.3(a), every vertex from x!+r through xi is joined to x:!.
Since xt is the first of these vertices to receive information from x& it must lie on
V. Also, since the vertices are numbered ‘out from x:‘, there would be no1
x: -+ $+I in C’ if olneof {~il,~, . . . , xk_,) were on V. When j = m, xilcf is
automatically on V. The same arguments then show x; is also on the path if and
only if Pm begins a reversion, i.e. Pm = 2. 0
Most of (3ur enumerative remarks will come later, but here we digress for an
immediate consequence of this lemma.
. For each P whose r reversions are all simple, the number of
sequences S satisfying Lemma 6.7 is 2’Y
. An element of S is unrest
ast element of a reversion in

ted if and on114if its position cmes
Wl). n
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‘TO obtain

necessary conditions for other pairs from these fcxr sequences, we
need an additional operation. It corresponds to interckan:g,ing tht: roles of C’ and
* and looking at the graph ‘upside down’. Denote by (P”; Q*; S*; T*) the
~flection (or reflected quadruple) of (P; Q ; S ; T), defined by setting fi = j if
f, - i, QF = j if Qi = i, S” = T, +2-i, and c = Sm+2-1. A little ‘reflection’ gives the
following remark.
6.9. 77~ refZectionof a realizable quadruple is: realizaible by the same
WOWO-graph.
&IO,, If G is a NOM)-graph,
then (P(G); 7’(G)) must be such that
; S*(G)) satisfies Lemmas 6.5 and 6.7.
IlIe reverse graph K(G) of a NOHO-graph
G is allso a N,OHO-graph, as
remarked in Part I. This is the graph with the same vertices and edges as G, bv;
with (x, y) < (u, U) in K(G) if and only if (x, y) > (z+,19) in G. To o\;i&n the
canonical numbering for K(G), the vertices need to be renumbered withizi C’ and
C? The renumbering is more complicated than simply reversing rthe order of the
vertices within the caterpillar. Even so, we remarked earlier that reversing the
edge order of a caterpillar simply reverses its caterpillar (sequence. In other words
(see Fig. 6.3,

‘r,
.

G

K(G)

Fig. 6.2. PCXZ’(G) = (7654231; 6453201; 0101~0; lolll),
PQST(K(G)) -764523 L; 6543201; 01010; 1llOlj.

.

For a NOHO-graph 6, S(K(G)) = T&‘(G) and T(K(G))=

S*(G).

P(K(G)) and Q(K(G)) are not 2~seasy to read off. In fact, a single P or Q can
lead to more lthan one P or Q in the reverse pdaph, depending on the other
ences. Nevertheless, reversing can expand Lemmas 6.1, 6.5, 6.7, and Remark
ssary comaditions for the remaining pairs of sequences, except for
not needed, and we omit them her-c. We postpone discussing the
til section 11, when the m :aning of the condition will be
9 our conditions on the i rair (P; S) wih ‘suffice’.
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Beside: showing the sufficiency of the previous conditions, we will show that
any pair from (P; Q; S; T) that satisfies the relevant conditions is realized by a
unique NOHO-gralph. Thus, enumerating
the realizable pairs (P; S) will give us
the number of realizable quadruples. The first step toward this is to show how to
generate one of (P(G); Q(G); S(G)) when given the other two. We can apply the
same algorithm to the reflected sequences (P*; Q”; S*) to obtain the same result
for (P(G); Q(G); T(G)). This will leave only generating (P(G); Q(G)) from
(S(G); T(G)).
N&don.
S(G) is a binary sequence. On its index set we define a function b that
points to the previous 1 in the sequence. For 2,g i 6 m, let b(i) be the greatest
positive integer such that j < i and Sj = 1. Note this is well-defined, since S,
always equals 1. The basic structural result relating these sequences is
Lemma 7.1, For a MOHO-graph G, (P(G); Q(G); S(G)) are redated by
(a) Si = 1 if anvil t&y if Pi+, = Qbci,.
(b) Si = 0 if and onlg if Pi-t.1
= Qi.
In one direction the lemma is easy. Suppose Pi+1 equals c)b(i) or Qi. Since
Sb(i)= 1, Remark 4.5 implies that b(i) is the highest index below i of a vertex on
the distinguished pa.th in C’. By the canonical numbe.ring, Xi(i) is the unique
vertex of C’ that precedes and neighbors x!. Again by Remark 4.5, Si = 0 if and
only if X! is not on the distinguished path, ir,;which case XL(i)- x,!+~.On the other
hand, Si = 1 if and only if x/ is on the path, so instead x! -* x!,, . Therefore, if P,.; l
is C&ii) or Qi, then choosing Si the wrong way creates a triangle using x,!+,, Xc(i+l),
and aLi(i, or x:*
The converse follows by induction on i. We need only show that & +1 must
always be Qbtij or Qi. If not, let k be the least i 32 where this fails in some
realizable quadruple. By Lemma 61 we know that Pk+ L- Qj for some i s k.
Since the assertion fails, we have j c k and j # b(k). Now if Sj = 0 we have
P j+l= Qjy contradicting j < k. SO suppose Sj = 1; we will again show that Qj must
show up in P earlier than Pk+l.
Since Sj = 1 and .j < k. the definition of b requires j s b(k). We have assumed
jf b(k). Let c be the least integer greater than j such that S, = 1, so i = b(t). Since
b is monotonic and j < b(k), we have t < k, so the assertion holds for t. NOW SI = 1
0
yields P,,, = Qbtrj = Qj, again a contradiction.

Proof.

The following corollary is a graphical version of the preceding lemma and. aids
greatly in drawing the NONO-graphs
that realize particular quadruples.
results are illustrated by Fig. 7.1.

D.B. West

Pi+l

=

62,

'i+l = %(i)

Fig. 7.1. Si =0 and S,, = 1.

7.2. The firsst and last neighbors of any point in the caterpillar C’ are
srdl
joined by a path of two edges in the opposite (extended) catetpr2lar c.
E~~olc first at x& lGr<m.

We have Pk+t=Qb(kJ=r
with Sk==1 or
P k+.t = Qk .= r with Sk - 0. In either case, the eriges (XL,x&,9 and (xL+r, &+r))
0
form the desired path. For x.:, the result follows by reflection.
Note also that the first and last neighbors
paths of length two.
Now we proceed to the main results.

of x6 are joined

by (at least) two

eorenr 7.3. A~vlypair of sequences from a realizable quadruple (P; C?; S ; T)
uniquely determines the remaining pair.
8. We provide algorithms to generate the unique missing sequences that wiil
satisfy all the necessary conditions.
suppose the two known sequences lie in (P; ‘Q; S) Given (P; Q) satisfying
Lemmas 6.1 and 6.5, we generate the only S that satisfies Lemma 7.1. Initialize
k = I. ‘Then for i = 2,3,. . . 9 EC,if Pi+t = Qk, set Si - 1 and reset k = i. If Pi+1 = Qi,
set S, ==0 and leave k unchanged. As we proceed in P, the only previous elements
of Q ;-hat have not been encountered are Qk and Qi, so these are the only choices
available. The choice made for Si is the only one consistent with Lemma 7.L
The resulting !I
ID; S) satisfies Lemma 6.7. If not, let k be the least index where it
fails. ‘l-his means Pk+l does not begin a reversion. Also, & = 1 with Pk not
beginning the reversion, or Sk = 0 with Pk heginraing the reversion. If the laltter,
then _Pkc Qk. If the former, then the reversion cr-ntaining Pk, Pk+l starts at lDb(k),
since k was the least index ;vhere Lemma 6.7 f.kled. But thera Qbck, = Pk+,[, SO
fying Lemmas 6.5 and 6.7, we generate the only Q that
Lemma 7.1. Set Qi = 0 if Pi = 2, and ‘Jo = P2 (Corollary 6.2). For all
+:, while if Si = 1 et l,,&(i)= I$+ This is well-defkred.
rst option are 4 se with Si = 1, so the subsequence
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consisting of those elements merely shifts within itself as it passes from P to Q.
& =O makes room for the shift (i.e., 1 is the least b(i)). Having IQ, = 0 where
pi = 2 filkthe hole at the other end, since that is the index of the last 1 in S.
Again, any other choice for Q will violate Lemma 7.1.
The resulting (P; Q) satisfies Lemma 6.1. That Pi = Qj implies i > j is obvious
by construction. On the other hand, suppose some Pj < Qi. The algorithm sets
Qj = pi+1 for some i> i,SO my Lemma 6.5 Pj must begin a reversion containing
Pi+le 13~ Lemma 6.7 Sj = I, SO in the construction Qj is set the next time a 1 is
encountered in S, i.e. j = b(i) and Si = 1. But thr=n LeTma 6.7 implies Pi+.1 must
be in a later reversion than Pi.
For the remaining cases, we give less detail. To generate P from (Q; S), set
P,=m+l,
P,+l = 1, and rP, = Qo. For all other i, if Si_l= 0 set Pi = Qi_ 1, while if
S i-1 = 1 set Pi = Qbci-1,. This is well-defined since the only previous elements of Q
not placed at the ith stagr: are Qi-1 and Qb(i-.l). The resulting (P; Q) clearly
satisfies Lemma 6.1 and can be shown to satisfy Lemma 6.5. By the construction,
they also satisfy Lemma ‘7.1.
To generate T’ from (P; Q; S), reflect to get (P”; Q*) and use the first
algorithm above to get S*. Then 7” = Sz+z-i.
To generate the unknown sequences knowing 7’ and one of (P; Q), reflect them
and apply the above algorithms for S and one of (P; Q). This generates T* and
the unknown element of (P*; Q*), and reflecting again gives the desired quadruple.
This leaves the case of generating (P; Q) from a realizable (S; T). We will
generate the first edges and last edges using the four-cycles described in Corohary
7.2. The order in which we generate the edges gives the paths discussed in Section
5, where they were used to construct a Hamiltonirjn cycle and a planar representation for the NOHO-graph.
Begin with f(x$+J = xi. Build a path that alternates between vertices of c” and
C2, traveling to C2 on last edges and to C’ on firs: edges. Having reached .r! by
xl = f(xf+J, set I(x!) = X: if T,+2-_j = 0. Otherwise set l(x\) = xz if ‘T,,+2-i = 1 and
m + 2- k is the position of the next 1 in T. Similarly, having reached x: by
xi2= I($), set f($) = ~f+~ if Si = 0. Otherwise set f(xf) =zxl if Sk__,= 1 and i = b”(k).
An example of the path generated is shown in Fig. 7.2. To generate the remaining

Fig. 7.2. The path from xL+~ generated by (S; T) = l(OOlI1 1; 1OOOlOj.
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and last eldges, perform the same procedure beginning with 1(x:) = -rF, where
+2-r is the :first 1 in T.
t was she wn in Section 5 that each of these two paths reaches X: and that their
ion forms a Hamiltonian
circuit containing all thle first edges and last edges.
exe we have constructed them using only edges guaranteed (by Lemma 7.1 and
rollary 7.2) to exist in any realization of (S; ‘I’). Thus, even though we have not
stated the conditions that (,S; 7’) must satisfy, we have generated from them a
unioue realizable (P; Q). 13

first

We have shown uniqueness, now we show sufficiency. No matter what pair we
an with, as long as they satisfied the appropriate necessary condirions, we have
nerated a quadruple that satisfies all the necessary conditions derived in Section
‘The quadruple prescribes the edges and edge-ordering
of a graph G. The
necessary conditions together imply that increasing paths exist between all or&red pairs of vertices and that NOHO is satisfied, as seen next.
A quadruple of sequences (P; Q; S; T) is realizable by a NOHOif it satisfiesthe necessary conditions of Lemmas 6.1, 6.5, 6.7, and Remark

L (P; Q; S; T) determines the placement of 2n - 4 edges in a labelled graph
on IZvertices, where the remainder of the edge-ordering is required to conform to
the CanWIica’l numbering. lherefore, xi --b xb exists when i < k. Next we show
X; -+ xi exists. Let s = Pi, aad define r by Q, = k. If s < k or r <i, we are finished.
If both of these possibilities fail, we claim xi - x! or X; - x& so that (xi’, xi, x’,) (or
(x: , x:, x’,) is the desired path. Define t by P, = k. If t < j, then (&, Pi) form an
increasing subsequence of P., and PCbegins a reversion that includes P’ (Lemma
6.5). Tk satisfy L2rnma 6.7, all the vertices named in the reversion, including
XT= fkf), must be j,oined to .lFgin C*, as desired. If instead t >i, we can apply
Lemma 7.1, which followed from these necessary conditions. Since r <d < t, we
have tf r-I-1 but P, ==Qr, so we must have r = h(t - 1) and S,+ = 1. So, x,‘- x:+
By the canonical numbering, this also requires x,P- xi 9 as claimed. These cases are
illustrated in Fig. 7 3

X5

X

1

1

1

Xt

x.J

t

b
J

.

.

2
6

Fig. 7.3. xf -+ X: when t c j (21:t > j.
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We also have of + xf, even if r < j. Again let s = Pj and k = 0,. If xf - x,’ or
a+ a:; or if s G k, then we are done. 111considering xi’ + xi above, we showed
that if r< j and s > k, then we must i,hqe xi’-x! or XT- xz.
That all increasing paths from xi” exist follows from reflection.
As constructed, G trivially satisfies NOHO. 2, + ZJcannot occur using the edges
in a single caterpillar, so it must cross to f(u) and return from Z(V). Suppose
f(u) ==xi and l(v) = xi. Completing the path requires xi- XL or j G k. The former
never occurs because we’ve constructed a graph with no triangles, and the latter
never occurs because (P; Q) satisfies Lemma 6.1. So, the graph determined by
(P; Q; S; 7’) is a NOHO-graph.
Cl
Irheorem 7.5. TIze number of quadruples realizable by NOHO-graphs on 2m + 2
vertices is 3m-2, where m 2 2.
oodi. Using the methods m Theorem 7.3, a pair (P; S) satisfying Lemmas 6.1,
6.5, 6.7 generates a unique (Q; T) satisfying Remark 6.10. The resulting quadruple is realizable, so we need only count the number of pairs (P; S) satisfying the
first three conditions. As noted in Corollary 6.8, a reaiizable P can be paired with
2’-l possible S to satisfy Lemma 6.7, where r is the number of reversions from P2
through Pm. By Corollary 6.,6, there are (7::) such realizable P. Using
the binomial theorem, the total number of realizable quadruples is c (::,2)2’-’ =
3 m-2 .cl
Fig 7.4. exhibits the quadruples and associated graphs for n = 6 and n = 8. We
omit the leading and trailing l’s for S and ‘I, unless otherwise indicated.

(42j1;2301;10;01)

(b32;;3120;01;10)

Fig. 7.4.

Small NO
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G has 180” rotation4 symmetry when drawn as in Fig. ‘7.3 if and only if
(a”: Q”; s*; T”) - (P; 0; s; T). l-h’IS occurs for all the graphs in Fig. 7.3. If this
symmetry does not hold, then G is counted (at least) twice when the quadruples
enumerated. In the next section we enumerate the symmetric solutions.

In this section we count the symmetric NOHO-graphs. We define a symmetric
quadruple as a realizable quadruple for which (P*; Q*; S*; T”) = (P; Q; S; T). A
for which the vertex permutation
NC?-graph is a NOHO-graph
~rcha~gj~g xi and x’, for all k leaves the graph unchanged. This differs from
definition of graph symmetry because we are interested in a particular
vertex permutation. In a sense, we are including the edge-ordering in the concept
of symmetry. As noted above,
.I. G is a symmetric NOHO-graph
CNG b; S(G); T(G)) is a symmetric quadruple.
e following remark applies to all P(G),
number of symmetric ones.

if and

only

if

(P(G);

and is useful in determining

the

.2. Irt a realizable P, Pi = j implies j s m + 3 - i, with quality if and only
if I), does not begin a reversion.
roof. Since all the reversions are simple, at most one element less than Pi can
preczle Pi, and none such will precede ilt unless Pi does not begin a reversion. The
remaining elements less than Pi must follow Pi, and there must be room for them,
so m-+-l-iZ+-2.
0
8.3. The number of symmetric realizable P(G) is 2L’m-“‘2J.
requires Pj = i if Pi = j, SO P corresponds to a matching of the
m + 1). 1 always matches to m J. I . Some posii!ions may be
atched to themselves, i.e. Pi = i, but we will see that.. can only happen twice in a
gizfen P.
W’e construct P match by match frorn position m down to position [$(m + 3)1.
claim these are two chloices. Since $1 the reversions are simple,
in fact Pm+ ~{2,3,. . . , m - k -t 3). Xowever, k of these have
higher positions on pre4ous steps. This leaves two
-availahlc m - k + 3, an j one lower value previously
the choices are I.$(&: + 3)J and one lower value. If
em to ebc’i ether or to themselves. If m
Symmetry

Sohtiom
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even, match r&n + 3)1 to one of them and match the remaining one to itself.
NOW we have: made m - [$(m + 2)1i- 1 =:L$(m -- l)] choices and completed the
matching. Every P so constructed satisfies Le;mma 6.5, and these are all the
symmetric P that do so. IFurthermore, they are all realizable.
El
is

the Iconstruction in the proof above, we can define ;1 binary
sequence B(P), indexed from r&n + 3)1 to m, where B,_k = 0 if P,,,._, = m - k + 3
and I&,,._+= 1 if Pm_+ < YSI
- k + 3. NOW we can count the quadruples associated
with each symmetric P.

N~ttttion.Exa.mining

Lemma 8.4. Suppose P is realizable as Y(G) for a symmetric NOHO-graph G.
Then the num,ber of symmetric quadruples realizing P is 2q, where q is the nrrmber
of l’s in B(P).
d.
We consider how many ways symmetric Q can be constructed so that
(P; Q) satisfies Lemma 6.1. We claim that each way determines a unique
symmetric quadruple.
B*y Theorems 7.4 and 7.5 each determines a unique
realizable quadruple. Using the algorithms in Theorem 7.4, we generate S and T’.
Since P and Q are symmetric, we get the same result if we refiect and apply the
algorithms agalin. In other words, S = S* and T = T*. Therefore, each generated
quadruple is symmetric, and all the symmetric ones appear.
To construct Q, we first construct the forced part of S. RecAling Lemma 6.7, an
element of S is unrestricted if and only if it precedes a first element of a reversion
in P other than P,+l. So, covering the index range [$(m + 1)1 to m, there are 2q
ways to write down this portion of a realizable (P; S). Using the algorithm in
Corollary 7.2, \ve can write down what the c:orresponding segment of Q must be.
We claim there is a unique way to complete Q to be both symmetric and
realizable. Qr(tn+l),2+ . . . , Q,,, have already been defined. Now., for k a$(m + 0,
set Qi = k if Q,k = j. This completes Q, except possibly for two positions. First we
show this operation is well-defined; then we fill the remaining positions.
Only if Qk &(m + 1) can we have a conflict. We always have k + Qk s m + 2,
since Qk c Pk and k + Pk -=
- m + 3. This meanis we can have both Ok ai(rn + 1) and
k 2 $(m + 1) only if (1) QT(~, 1j/21--[$(m + l)l or (2) m is acid and Qtm+l)12=
$(m + 3) or Qtrn+~),2
= $(m + 1). The first possibility is automatically symmetric. We
the other, which again is
need only show that either part of the latter case fcxas
L
symmetric.
First suppose Q(, +, jj2 = 2‘(m i 3). Due to k + Pk 6 m + 3, Pk > Ok, symmetry
of P, and Pi =Qi implying
i >j,
we
have
(h,,+1),2, &,+w,
h,+&
=
(l(m + 5), i(m + 3), $(m + 1)). Since k + Pk = m + 3 in these positions,
B~,,,+~J,z=
Btm+5j,2= 0. Neither Ptm+3j,2 nor Ptm+5j,2begins a reversion. Thus &,,,+3)/2= 0 and
7
’

+ 1).
&I +3),2 = Pfm e5)/2 = h
On the other h;and, if
(m+3)/2
Btm+3),2
= 0. Recall the matching
description

have
of

P!m+3),2

I- $(m

+ f0

and

mma 8.3.
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When [i( m + 3)1 is reached all of {2,3, . . e, & YIZ-t 3)) have been assigned except
\$(m + 3)J and one lower value r. Let r be so defined for the remiainder cf this
proof. Note that r is the: only element less than @(,m + 3)1 that can appear in P
P~~m+3f,21.
In fact, it must begin the reversion containing Pr(,,,+s),zpIn
se at hand, since we are matching $(m + 3) to itself, we also match r to itself.
r camlot equal &n + 1) since the later algorithm produced Q~m+3j12= $(m + 1). So
1Plm+3j,2also does not
P (WI*
1I,2 7 hn+3,2r
and p ~m+1~,2 cannot begin a reversion.
= Ptm+3ij2= i(rn + 3).
(sin= &, +3)12 = O), so we have Stm+1J12= 0 and Qtm+1j12
$(
m
+
l),
there
remains one unasis now effectively complete. If Q~,,,+iJ12
d position and element. Match it to itself. If i(rn + 1) and $(m + 3) are
elements remain
er, two positions and the corresponding
ch other turns out to be the only legal way to
fete Q. ‘This is true because the larger oE the unmaltched elements is r,
d above. It did not appea; in the latter half of P, hence also could not in Q.
ince we already have P, = r, *wecannot also have Q, = r.
Finally, we must show that the Q we have constructed satisfies Lemma 6.1. It
already holds for all elements of Q beyond $m, and for r in the case Pr(,,,+3),23=
(m -t-3)]. Suppose Qi = Pi = k with i s j s$( m + 1). Symmetry gives us Pk s Ok,
whh is already false if k > i(m + I). However, it can only happen once that
kc@m+l)
with i=$(m+l):
when k=r. Similarly, if PksQk with k<&m-t-1)
and Pk Z $(m + 1,l, symmetry gives us a contradiction in the ‘good’ section. Again
this can only happen once with k s$(rn + 1) and Pk si(rn + 1): when k :=5r.
To summarize, we have shown that there are 2q symmetric Q that can be
0
paired with P that are realizable and determine symmetric quadruples.
rem 8.5. The number of quadruples realizable by symmetric lVOHO-gmpizs
vertices is 3l’” - ’)?
f. If B(P) has 4 ones, they may occur at any of the t = L&m- l)J steps in
constructing P. The binomial theorem and the preceding lemma yield 1 (i)2q = 3’
as the number of symmetric solutions.
0
Knowing the number of symmetric quadruple\, we can eliminate some of the
overcounting
of NOHO-graphs
by quadruples. To determine the number of
non-isomorphic
NOHO-graphs,
we must determine
the other ways this can
happen. For example, the last two graphs in Fig. 7.2 <are isomorphic. Each
adruple is the revefie quadruple of the other. To eliminate this type of
les. m
will be done in
over~unlting,
we must count the ‘reversible’ qwdn
Section I.1 by examining (S(G); T(G)) insteikd o! (P(G); Q(G)). For this we will
nditions for realizability of (S; T:, alEd for that we need to study
aphs.
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9. Concatenation of N
We d&ine a combining

operator

on NOHO-graphs.

lDMnitic;~n. Suppose G1 and Gz are NOHO-graphs on n1 and n2 vertices with
canonical numberings -[$I and (yi>. We defme the concatenation of G1 and G2,
denoted G1 + G2, to be a new graph G3 defined as follows.
To obtain G3, begin ,with the union of Gr and G2 (i.e., unite the vertex sets and
the edge: sets of the two graphs). Delete the vertices X; and y: and the edges
incident to them. Finally, idemify two pairs of vertices: ~(Jc;) with y; and I(y$
with x:. Now G3 is a graph on yt3= ytl t- n2 -4 vertices, with 2n1 -4-t 2n2 -14 - 4 =
2n, - 4 edges.
For the ordering of edges in G3, let the first or last edges be the first or last
edges that remain from G1 or G2. For the middle edges, preserve the order
between any two edges that came from the same Gi. In addition, set every edge
from C’(G,) less than every edge from C1(G2), and set every edge from C2(G2)
less than every edge from C2(Gl). Fig. 9.1 gives an example.
Note that concatenation
is not a commutative operator. However, NOHOgraphs do fo rm a non-commutative
semi-group under conca’tenation. The 4-cycle
is an identity element, associativity follows from the construction, and the next
lemma verifies closure.
Lemma 9.1. If G, and G2 are NOHO-graphs,
dso a NOHO-graph.

then the concatenation G, + G2 is

ProaL We need only show that G, + G2 contains paths between all pairs of
vertices and satisfies NOHO. We may consider the identified vertices as elements
of either of the original graphs. Any path present in one of the component graphs
is still present in G1 + G2, unless it used one of the deleted vartices. the only paths
that used them as non-endpoints
are (xt, x& I(xG)) and (y:, y& I(yA). In the
concatenation
these paths can be replaced by undeleted paths from tthe other
summand, since xf = l(yA) and 1(x;) = y:.
1
x2

1
1: = Y;
2

1
Yl

:1 + r,*
G1
Fig. 9.5,.

Concatenation: (4231; 2301;

;2

10; 01)+(321;

210; 1; 1)=(53421;

34210;

101; 011).
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increasing path from a vertesi: of Gi to a vertex in Gi. If v
lies in G1 ant3 w in G2, u --?bw can be formed by attaching y: -9 w from G2 to the
f v -+ 1(x$) from G,. Similarly, w 3 v can be obtained by linking the paths
I($) from G2 and x *1 -+ v from Gi. These links produce increasing paths,
ecause the only edges they use that are incident to the identified vertices were
middle edges in the original graphs.
Finally, to verify NOHO we note that no increasing path that starts at a vertex
from G, can leave those vertices and later return. This would require travelling at
least one edge along C’ ( Ci, + G2), crossing to Ci( Gi + G&, and returning. The
rossover can only be a first or last edge, which prohibir s including the later or
arlier portion of the path. On the other hand, no path yiolating NOHO can lie
within the edges coming from one of the summands, since the;y are
-graphs. IZl
WC easily

obtain

an

ext we answer the catural question of how ta determine the quadruple of
sequences for the concatenated graph. It is clear from the construction that a
vertex in G, + G2 liies on the distinquished path in C”(G, + G2j if and only if it did
so in CT’ in the appropriate summand. Hence we note the following:
9.2. lf ?VCWO-graphs G and G’ are givm by qradruples
; Q’; S’; rl:, then
(a) S(G + G’) = (S,, . . . , S,,,,,S;, . . . , Sk,),
(bj T(G + G’) = (T,, . . . , T,,, T;, . . . 9 T&J.

(P; Q; S; T)

In other words, concatenation concatenates the caterpillar sequences. It is to
obtain this result that we ignore S1 and TI and write T backwards. Note that the
i&&fled vertices lie on the distinguished paths in both summands, corresponding
to the fact that the firs? and w1+ 1st elements of S and T are always 1. As for
PIG + G’) and Q(G + G’), they can be determined from S and T by the algorithm
in Theorem 7 3. Alternatively, using this construction, they can be der:erlmined
directly by dropping various elements from the component permutations, .ndding
m, - 1 to the elements of P’ and m2 - 1 to those of Q, and concatenating.
‘Ihe next lemma is an important companion tc Remark 9.2, allowing us to
‘deconcatenate‘ at will.
3.

If 6; T) determines a NOHO-graph

E, then the initial segment
Tk) determines a NOHCJ-grapbz if tand only if the temninal
T,) ,zlss dc?tennin.esa NOIjPO-graph.

e need only show one direction; the converse follows from reversing the
ds by examining tw 1 appropriate smaller graphs.
), as the position o ’ the first 1 in T after position
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k. Let G1 be the subgraph of G induced by

ix;, * x:,bL(k+1)),en9- *
l

l

9

l

9

&+1-k,&+I-k)).

Let G2 be the subgraph of G induced by

Let Gi inherit the edge ordering from G. Note that if G = G, + GZ, then x&+~)
would be the vertices obtained by identifying pairs of vertices in the
and &+I-k’,
concatenation construction. Also !(x&+~)) and f(XL&+i)) would have degree 2 in
the induced subgraphs and would be the vertices deleted for concatenation.
G,
and G2 are graphs composed of two caterpillars and matchings between them.
The matchings consist of first and last edges but may not be complete. The
caterpillar sequences are the initial and final segments mentioned in the statement
of the lemma.
If the initial segment determines a NOHO-graph, G1 is the graph it must be,
since (SI; T) determines a unique NOHO-graph.
Now consider G2. It satisfies
NOHO, since every path in G2 appears also in G. To show it pools all the
information, we show that an increasing path in G between vertices of G2 uses
only vertices of G2. The only possible violator is a path between the caterpillars,
say xf + x,’ where neither vertex lies in G1. As in the proof of Lemma 9.1, such a
path starts by moving to f(xz) or ends by coming from 1(x:), and the remainder of
the path lies in the appropriate caterpillar. So, if the path enters G1, we must Jllave
f(xz) or .l(x,‘) in G,. But G1 is a NOHO-graph, so all the first and last neighbors
of its vertices also lie in G,. Cl
Given this result, it is natural to call a realizable quadruple or NOHO-graph
irreducible if it cannot be expressed as a :onYtf*G,tenationof two smaller ones. In the
next section we will enumerate subclasses1 of irreducible quadruples.
10. Irreducibillity
Before counting irreducible quadruples, we introcluce some standard terminology about compositions of integers. A composition of an integer p is an ordered
sequence!. of positive integers, called its parts, which sum to !I. In the application to
NOHO-graphs, p will be related to yt by p = m - 1 = 4(n - 4), because $(n - 4) is
additive under concatenation. The ith partial sum qi of a cornposition is tlhe sum
of the first i parts. For example, the composition (2,4,3,5)
has partial sums
(2,6,9, 14). A refirremenb of a composition of p is a composition of p with at least
as many parts whose partial sums contain the partial sums of the original
composition. (2,2, 2,3,3,2) is a refinement of our original composition.
common refinement of two compositions of p is the compositi
S
s are the union
t
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Tinis terminology
will be useful for the following le:mma,
convenient fact about concatenation: NOHO-graphs are ‘uniquely
irreducible pieces. In algebraic terms, this means the irrelducible
are tf:e prime generators of the semigroup of NOHO-gaphis under

which staltes a
factorable’ into
NOHO-graphs
concatenation.

Lemma 10.1. Any realizable quadruple can be miquely eqpressed as a concatenacim. ,cr,irredrrciblequadruples.
mi. Any such decomposition of a quadruple breaks up (S, 7’) into segments
each determine NOHO-graphs. For example,. describing NOHO-graphs as
‘), we have
G(101010,111101)=G(1,

t)+G(olo,

111)+c(10,01).

We can describe the decomposition by a composision of the integer p = $(n - 4).
Consider the smallest counterexample.
Let I and s be the first partial sums of
the two compositions. If r = s, then by Lemma 9.3 we can strip off the initial
segment and have a smaller counterexample.
If r < s, then (S,, . . . , S,_+g T2,, . . . ,
c;T;+l ) ia; a realizable i&ial segment of the realizable ( S2, . . . , S, +I ; T2, . . . q ‘I” +1).
By Lemma 9.3 again, the latter is not irreducible. The case r > s is symmetric.
Cl
Having proved unique decomposition,
classes of solutions.

induction

makes it easy to count -various

Theorem 10.2. 7%~ ,,a,ntrer of realiznhle quadruples on n vertices formed by
concatenating k irreducible quadruples is (!~:)2~-~, whme p = $(n - 4).
r&. By induction on p. For p = 1, k = 1, we have the one NOHO-graph on 6
vertices. Assume the theorem is true for smallsr values than p.
First consider k > 1. To obtain such a quadruple we take a composition of p
with k parts and fill the quadruple witch irreducible (S ; T)-segments of tlhose
lengths. By induction, each segment of length r can be filled by 2’-’ irreducible
pairs. Filling each segment in all possible ways, LF:mmas 9.1 and 10.1 sa1.ythese
are realizable, distinct, and exhaustive. So, for each composition r1 +
+ :k = p
with k parts, there are 2’!-*= =2’~-f = 2P-k quadruple- of this type. There lxe (:I:)
compositions of p with k non-zero parts, so the: total number of solutions is
(;I;)2p-” .
is hoEds also for k = 1. By the binomial theorem? 2p-’ of the 3p -I quadruples
courted in Theorem 7.5 remain. q
l

l

l

l

the greatest integer sf and 1tl the least integer 2 t.
e number

of syrnmettic

quadr:.$es

on n vertices formed by
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concatenating k irreducible parts is

except zero when p = $2 - 2 is odd and k is even. In particular, the number of
symmetric irreducible quadruples is 2LpJ2?
Proof. We use an induction similar to the proof above. For the basis, we have the
quadruples on 6 and 8 vertices. Assume the theorem is true for smaller values
than p.
First consider k > 1. If k is even, ~2 must be even to allow symmetry. ‘We
determine a composition of the first $p places into $k parts, fill it with irreducible
(S; T)-segments of the appropriate lengths, andl then obtain the rest by reflection.
Again Lemmas 9.1 2nd 10.1 justify the conclusion that this counts everything.
Tlnere are ([;zS:) compositions and 2(p-k)‘2 solution:; for each one.
If & is odd and k > 1, determine a composition of q with r = i(k - 1) parts,
where 2q <p. The middle segment of (S, T) will have length p --2q. In that
segment we place a symmetric irreducible segment,, of which by induction there
are 2L(P-2CJJ/2J . There II are 24-r ways to fill the remGnder. Again this yields the
correct number. The total number of quadlruples is

When k = 1, we subtract the other values from 31pi2’, the total number of
symmetric quadruples, to get the number of symmetric irreducible ones. q

In this section we discuss the long-postponed
conditions for realizability of the
pair (S; 7’). The condition for irreducible (S; T) is easiest to express, and then the
condition for (S; T) in general can be obtained by concatenation. Afterwards, the
characterization of irreducible (S; T) enables us to count the qciadruples which
remain unchanged when the edge ordering is reversed.
We will see that when m > 2, an . reducible (S; T) begins and ends with !i2 # T2
and S,.,,# ‘&,, but between those positions Sk = Tk_There is also a parity condition.
AS usual, we begin with a structural lemma. It characterizes the placement of
edges in graphs determined by an (S; T) which begins as described. Let the weight
l’s it contains.
of a binary sequence be the nu
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bnma

11.1. Consider canonically

numbered

caterpikrs

determined

by a pair

(S; T), thou& (S; T) need ndbtdetermine a NOHO-graph. Suppose SZ# Tz, S, = Tr

p 6 k, a& path of first and last edges are grswn !rmn x: by the algorithm in
lYm9rem 7.3. Then for 2s r < k,
(a) sr = 0 * x; -x:+2+
m S, = 1 =, x! - xf,+z-c(r).
lf (Sz,
, S,_,) has even weight, then the edge de::cribed is a first edge ; otherwise,
it is a last edge. Finally, each x,’ and x:+2_, with r et<k acquires two neighbors in the
other caterpillar, and the subscript of the vertex assigned as f(xf) is at most m + 3 - r.
l

l

l

mof, By induction on r. The basis requires verifying the result through the first
. , S,,,), if there is on.e. This follows from Corollary 6.2, from the
r strings of O’s two paragraphs below _ and from I(x:) = x~+~_~(~).We
omit the details. The induction will assume the result is true for b(r), . . . , r and
proveitforr+l,...,
min(c fr), k - 1). We may assume S, = 1. The proof proceeds
by growing the alternating path from x&,~ along the edge guaranteed by the
induction hypothesis, using :he algorithm in Theorem 7.3. That algorithm is
ned so that the results satkfy Lemma 7.1 and thle application of Lemma 7.1 to
reflected graph, which we now call Lemma 7.1*. Lemma 7.1* states that
(a) rj p 0 e f(X$+*-j
+I) - l(X2,+,-j),
lb)

The

T

zzz1 H

ftX2,+Z-j+l)

=

l(X2m+2_r(j))*

appropriate figure to illustrate this is obtained by rotating Fig. 7.1 by 180”.
Recall that Tj = 1 if and only if XZ,+z_jlies on the distinguished path in c”. The
discussion of how the path grows from xAtrj depends heavily on Lemmas 7.1 and
7. I *. Every time we grow the path to a vertex in C’ we use Lemma 7.1, and
every time it grows to C2 we use Lemma 7.1*. The two cases below are illustrated
in Figure 11.1.
Suppose
first that
(S,, . . . , S,_,) has non-;zero
even
weight.
Then
(x&, x’,+,-J E L(G). Next
(S,, . . . , &j-l)
h as odd weight, and by induction
(A-‘,+~_,,of+& F(G), since S, = 1. If T,+r = 0, we also get (x,‘,,, x~,+~_++~))E
L(G), as desired. Ccntinuing, if St1 = T,+Z = 0 we have (x~+~__(,+~),x,‘+,) 5 F(G)
and (x!+~, x2m+2_(r+2j)~L(G), and so on until the next 1. Let f = c(r) be the next 1,
if it is less than k, so S, = -&= 1. If t > r + 1, St__,= 01gives (x~+~_++~, X:)E F(G),
hile if t = r-t 1 the same fact was given abo+? by S, = 1. Now Tt = 1 gives
* xi +2-c(ZJ5 L(G) as desired.
8,
On the other hand, if (S,, . . a , S,_,) has odd weight, then (S,, . . . , Sb&
has
even weight, and by induction
(x2(,,, x2,,,_& F(G). If T,+l = 0, we get
L(G). Then S, = 1 gives (x,‘++ x~,+~++&
F(G), the desired
&)9 x~+~+.,JE
result for Sr+.,‘= 0. Again let t = c(r). Continuing as in the previous case, ?‘,+2=
S r..1 = Q gives (x,‘,~, x&+~+- r )E L(G) and (xi +2-(r+2j,x,‘+,)E F(G) and so on
St =:1. If t > r +2, then S,_, = 0 give; ix,“_l, x~+~_+_~~)E F(G). If t =
sa
n above by Sr = 1 ‘P4okv,for f * r + 2, Tt = 1 gives
(X,“_1,
e:i2).
the other hand, if t = r + 1, thi’n ‘& = 1 gives
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(a!

(b)

c

2
Xm+2-t

Xm+2-r

r

\
\
1
\
\
\
,

(cl

1
Xt

X1

4w

2
i:
m+2-c( t!

\

\

,
.
,
,
*
.

C,
2
'm+2-r

x2

m+2-t

2
Xm+2-c(t)

Fig. 11.1. (S,, . . , , S,.._,) has even or odd weight.

Wb(t-11,

L(G), as in the third graph in Fig.. 11.1. Finally, having
reached xk+2_,(tj along a last edge from the a,ppropriate vertex, we can apply
St-1 = 0 when t > r+ 1 or St_, = 1 when t = r+ 1 to get (.K:, xi,+2_C(tJ E F(G), as
desired.
Finally, the easiest way to see that two edges are generated for each vertex is to1
look at Fig. 11.1. All the cases where S, or T’ equals 0 or 1 and the weight of
(S,, . . . r S,_,) is odd or even are covered. The same is true for the claim that
El
f cd = xz for some sQ72+3-r.
x$+2_c1tj)

E

Lemmas 11.5 and 11.6 are the main results on realizability of these sequences.
First we must make some minor comments.
3. In a realizable qucdruple, Pi = m + 2 - i for all E s i C r, where S, is
the first 1 in S.
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P, -=m + 2 - 1, so the first time Pi is less than m + 2 -- i begins a reversion
of lengl at least tW0. This forces Si = 1 by the condition of Lemma 6.7 on
.

I P: !i).

In a realizable quadruple, (S, ; Tz) # (0; 0) # (S,,, ; T,).
If S2 = 0, Remark

11.2 says f(x:) = x&. But f(x:) = 2(x;) by Corollary 6.2,
= 1 by applying the same argument to the reverse

Iv!. a realizable quadruple, S = (S,, . . . . S,) cannot be identically
em. Also, there cannot be two l’s in T before the first 1 in S or after the last 1 in S..
The same results hold with S and T interchanged.
.

y reversing and reflecting and by Corollary 2 1.3, we need only show
there cannot be two ones in 7’ before a 1 is encountered in S. By Corollary 11,3
d Remark 11.2 these WCBUM be T2 and Ti with Si = 0 and f(xl) = X2,+2-i. Since
7’: = 1, applying Lemma 7.1* gives l(X:)= )i2,+2-c(2I= X2,+2-i. This creates a
le on (xi, x!, X5+2-i), as shga;vn in Fig. 11.2.
Suppose {&, TJ = {Sk, Tk) = {0, 1) and S, = T, for 2 < r l: k. Then
(Sz* I.. , s, ; 7-2,. . . , Tk ) is not a realizable initial segment of a realizable quadruple
if this segment of S (or of ‘F) has even weight.
Suppose it is a rea izable initial segment and has even weight. By Corollary 1.1.4, these initial segments each have at least two 1’s. We have two cases,
which are il!ustrated in Fig. 11.3.
Suppose
first that (Sk ; Tk) = (0; l), so applying
Lemma
11.1 gives
(X&.), x2m+2-k)~ L*(G). Since the last 1 in S marks the index of l(x$), we must have
anather 1 in s’ after b(k); let it be St. Note that t 3 k. Since b(t) = b(k), applying
k.mma 7.1 yields (x;+~_+, x:+,)E Fl(G), i.e. Pt_+I= m +2-k.
Now, if i < t, then
I’; B m + 2 - k. Otherwise, Pi, Yt+j would form an increasing pair. By Lemma 6.3,

Fig.11.2.'r-00
many ones ir a(G).

^I

*

_

,

,,

.,

s*

--37,

_

,,

_

“,,

(
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2
Xln+2-k

2
‘m+2-b(k)
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2
‘m+2-k

Fig. 11.3. Even weight (S; T) with (Sk; Tk) = (0; 1) Ior(1,O).

this would require x! - x:+~, but when St = 1 the only neighbor of x:+~ preceding
it in C’ is x:. With t > k there are at least k such preceding positions in P, but
only ,I - 1 values exceeding m + 2 - k available for them.
On ‘:5e other hand, suppose &; Tk) = (1; 0). In this case Lemma 11.1 requires
2
Equivalently,
P.)6cr,,
= m + 2 - c(k),
and
hence
(x1b(k)? :;m+2-c(kJ E F(G).
m +2-c(k)
< m + 3- b(k). By Remark
8.2, this means p,,(k) begins a reversion,
and Pi = m i- 3 - i for 6(k) < i < c(k). Since c(k) > k, the reversion extends past pk.
pk neither begins nor ends the reversion, so by Lemma 6.4 Sk could not
bel.
13

Lemma 11.6.
Suppose
{S,,
T2}={Sm,
T,,,}={O,
I} and Sq= 7" for
62,

l

*

l

2<qlcm.
S,,,)
has
odd
weight,
then
(S;
T)
generates
an
irreducible
quadvuple.
9

If

Proof. We first note that if the s gment is realizable, it must be irreducible. .ff not,
consider a possible decomposition.
(0: 9) cannot begin or end a realizable sequence, and by Lemma 9.3 a realizable (1; lj can be removled from the begining or
end of a realizable (S; T) to leave a reali:Iable (S’; T’). !50, this segment will be
reducible if and only if the interior consists entirely of 1% and the exterior (0; I)
or (1; 0) are realizable. But (1; 1) is the only realizable (S; T) with m = 2.
Note also that the problems with even numbers of l’s don’t arise. With an odd
number the alternating paths end nicely, as shown in Fig. 11.4.
As noted in Lemma 11.1, constructing first edges and last edges by the
algorithm in Theorem ‘7.3 generates complete matchings: a first neighbor and a
xl
b2hd

2
‘m+2-b(m)

2
‘m+2-b(m)

Fig. 11.4. Examples of (S; 7’) with odd weight, ending (1; 0) or (0: 1).
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last neighbor for each vertex. Therefore, P and Q exist, especially with the
noncontradictory
ending shown iti Fig. 11.4. The output of this algorithm always
0. In fact, it also , satisfies Lemmas 6.1, 7.1, and 7.1*.
Rather than proving realizability by tediously verifying the existence of all
increasing paths, this time we show that the remaining conditions for s!lfficieGc;
hold. If the grtip& thaf are produced satisfy ILemmas 6.5 and 6.7, then they also
satisfy Remark 6.10, since the reflected graph also has the form descriljec’. By
eorem 7.4, this sufEces to show that the resulting quadruple is realizable.
‘To prove the reversions are ail simple, suppose (Pi, Pi, Pk) = (r, s, t) witI\ i < j c
k, r < Z, s C, t. On each a’l.ternating path grown from xh, the indices in C’ stTictiy
rease and in C2 strictly decrease. This means neither path crosses itself when
rawn in the usual fashion, so (XL,x:, is on one path, and (xf , xf) and (of , XT) are
oq the other, with r > s. Looking at such a pair of edges which are closest together
on the
k, we may assume the path proceeds from one to the other via
(x,‘, x;,
tGj. (See Fig,. 11.5.)
Again we have two cases, but in both we contradict the requirement of Remark
.2 that k-+-Pk s m + 3. If Si = 0, then Lemma 11.1 implies that x! - Xk+z_i, SO r
ot s is m+2-E.
But k*i++2 and tamax{r,s)+l>m+3-i,
so k+P,>m+5.
0’1 ths: other hand, suppose Si = 1. Since Pi = Qi, Sj_, must also equal 1, and in
fact b(j _- 19= i.Sinr,,e Sg =‘7j for 2<q<!n,
we have j-l=c(i).
Now we
apply Lemma 11.1 aga’n. Since xi’ cyX2,+2__=(i)*
r or s equals m +2-(j1). This
time /caj+l,
so again k+P+j+l+m+3-(j-l)=m+S.
ow it is easy to verify Lemma 6.7. If ail the reversions are simple, a reversion
of length more than one can begir! only when Pi < rn + 3 - i. In the proof of
Lemma 11 .l this
uid happen only when Si = 1 (in fact, an odd 1), as desired.
Until the next 1,
ml + 2 - i + 1 in the construction. Thus, before the end of the
reversion, Si must be 0, as desired.
El
‘1.0 summarize,

we have proved

Y-15.
(S,
7) dl~eterminesan irreducible NOHO-graph on hn + 2 vertices if
and cjn:y if &, ‘I’,):= {S,,,, T,,,) = (0, l), Sk = Tk for 35~ k c m, and S and T have
odd weight.

Fig. 11.5. A potential bad triple.
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quadruples,

2’?‘-’

of

which

are

irreducible.

Proof. Theorem 11.7 provides direct proofs of Theorems 10.2 and 7 5, which
counted the number of quadruples concatenated from k irreducible quadruples
and the number of irreducible quadruples. We no longer need the binomial
theorem. To generate an irreducible quadruple, the segment (S,, . . . , Sm-,> can be
chosen arbitrarily, in 2m-3 ways. There are then two ways to fill in SZ, T2, S,, T,
to have odd weight in each sequence.
To generate a realizable quadruple, we grow (S; Y”) from (S,; T,) with ?hree
choices at each step from 2 through m - 1. When k = 2 or (Sk_ 1; Tk+) ends an
irreducible component, we can choose (0; l), (1; 0), or (1; 1) for (Sk ; Tk). When
(Sk-,; Tk_ ,) does not end a component, we can choose (0; 0), (1; l), or the proper
one of (0; 1) and ( 1; 0) to end the component with odd weight. When (S, , I’,) is
reached there is only one choice for it, since the last component must end
there. Cl
Recall that reversible quadruples
are those for which Sk = Sm+2+ and
Tk =Tm_+2-k. An argument very closely paralleling that made for Theorem 10.3
gives us the following theorem, but this time the irreducible case can be done
directly.
Theorem

11.9. 7&e number o’ reversible quadruples formed by concatenating

k

irreducible, parts is

if the parity of p and k is the same, otherwise it is zero. In particular, the number of
irreducible reversible quadruples is 2(p-1)‘2 for odd p.

The total number of these is of greater interest.

con,

11.10.

The number of reversible quadruples

on n vertices is 31(P-“‘21,

where p = in - 2.

roof. ‘ihis follows from Theorem 11.9 by the binomial theorem, or directly by
the same three-choice argument given in Corollary 11.8, stopping when the
middle is reached.
0
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